A summary of data and information on Norton Commando main bearings
by Andrew Heathwood (Member Norton Owners Club and Access Norton Forum)
Abstract:
This document reviews and presents a range of old and new data and informaton about Norton Commando
motorcycle main bearings and investgates the bearings used in producton and their modern replacements. This
model of motorcycle, which was produced between 1967 and 1978, had a partcular problem with excessive
main bearing failures in 1972 and 1973 afer the development and sale of a more highly tuned variant which used
the ‘Combat’ engine. Norton resolved the problem using two diferent types of roller bearing one of which
Norton named ‘superblend’. A bearing with the same designaton as one of these types is stll specifed and used
to this day. This is the FAG NJ306E cylindrical roller bearing supplied under Norton part number 064118.
A range of informaton sources are used including; the Norton Owners Club website, the Access Norton Forum,
contemporary magazine artcles, nown Norton factory service release sheets, reference boo s, bearing
manufacturer catalogues and contemporary Norton brochures. Sources of informaton are referenced. For
comparison purposes, a modern roller bearing of the equivalent designaton NJ306E has also been examined and
compared with others available including a new old stoc RHP 6/MRJA30 ‘superblend’. In additon INA FAG has
provided clarifcaton on the use of the term ‘Superblend’ and also supplied a diagram of the roller profle of the
modern bearing.
It is concluded that only one of the two types of bearing that resolved the problems had modifed rollers, at the
tme of introducton, which difered from the norm in narrowing towards the edges. This ‘partal crowning’ was
novel at the tme but results in the relatvely minor narrowing the roller diameter by a maximum of
approximately 2.8 thousandths of an inch (equivalent to <0.7% of the maximum roller diameter) over
approximately one third of the bearing length. This is the 6/MRJA30 bearing designated ‘Superblend’ by Norton
in a service release and mar ed as manufactured by either R&M (Ransome & Marles) or RHP (Ransome, Hofman
& Pollard). It is occasionally described as having ‘barrel shaped or barrelled’ rollers. This bearing is obsolete and
has probably not been made since the early 1970s. The other type of bearing, the FAG NJ306E has evolved over
tme in terms of roller edge profle and increased loading capacity. The evidence indicates that the FAG NJ306E
of 1973 was a standard cylindrical roller bearing albeit with a higher loading capacity than many other bearings in
use at the tme. The latest bearing from FAG (and bearings from other manufacturers) have a ‘logarithmic’ roller
edge profle. This narrows the roller edge diameter of the FAG bearing by a maximum of approximately 1.4
thousandths of an inch (equivalent to 0.3% of the maximum roller diameter). There is no evidence that any roller
bearings for this applicaton ever had barrel-shaped rollers, i.e. having a curved edge with a constant radius over
their full length. Describing the rollers used in any of these bearings as barrel-shaped is at best an exaggeraton.
Barrel roller bearings do exist, e.g. manufactured by FAG, but data on these bearings show that they are
unsuitable for this applicaton.
The term ‘Superblend’ has no engineering defniton and its use has become increasingly ambiguous in its
applicaton to bearings with varying specifcatons. Discussions about main bearings would be beter based on
bearing specifcatons, at the tme of manufacture, and manufacturer's designatons and data. In the author’s
opinion the term 'Superblend' introduces ambiguity and is potentally confusing.
This paper also concludes that bearings from manufacturers other than FAG are li ely to be suitable and that
there is no evidence that bearings with roller cages made of glass-fbre reinforced polyamide – designated TVP2
by FAG – would be unsuitable for this applicaton. The roller cage material favoured by owners and suppliers is
usually machined brass – designated M1 by FAG. The full designaton for the FAG bearing usually supplied is
NJ306-E-M1-C3.
A synopsis of the fnnings is set out in ‘Roanholner’ artiles in Issue 352 (April 2017) ann Issue 366 (June 2018).
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A summary of data and information on Norton Commando main bearings
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to draw together old and new data and informaton and investgate the types of
main bearings for Norton Commando motorcycles manufactured between 1967 and 1978. The original roller
main bearing designated 'Superblend' by Norton is compared with its current replacement which is a widely
available modern bearing, compatble with the same use, which is also ofen mar eted as 'Superblend'. Although
none of this paper will be new informaton to the 'iognosient' there are many who are ta ing at face value
informaton that is open to misinterpretaton. This is also potentally artfcially limitng the selecton of bearings
for this applicaton.
This search for informaton has been initated following the ac nowledged wor of Jim Comstoc of the Norton
Motorcycle Machine Shop in Pueblo County, Colorado. Jim had the idea of accurately measuring a roller ta en
from a main bearing of the FAG NJ306E type removed from a 1974 850 Commando with under 7000 miles on the
cloc . Jim found that the roller was level over most of its length with just a small chamfer at the edges [REF1]. In
other words it was 'nothing special' and much li e any ordinary cylindrical bearing roller.
Notes are already available on this subject on the Norton Owners Club (NOC) website (see REF2, REF3 and REF4).
Measurements by JM Leadbeater are recorded on the Access Norton Forum [REF1] and there is much relevant
discussion in this thread and in [REF5].

The original 'Superblend' main bearing– Ransome & Marles (or RHP) 6/MRJA30
For the original bearings designated 'Superblend' by Norton there are details recorded by JM Leadbeater on the
Access Norton forum [REF5] and [REF1]. These bearings are Ransome & Marles (or RHP) 6/MRJA30. The bearing
has 13 rollers, and is an NF type (rollers atached to the inner race and a loose outer race with a lip on one side).
The '6' (circled in Illustraton 1) is important and is usually hand engraved on the bearing. Whilst the edge
chamfer is clearly visible any partal crowning is difcult to see here. It is partal crowning that narrows the ends
of the roller and is mar eted as ‘Superblend’. The outer bearing race is not shown.
Illustration 1: R&M 6/MRJA30 main bearing (from Access Norton Forum 'jimmytwin'):

These bearings are referred to in Service Release N2/9 (August 1972) [see Illustraton 2] by manufacturer,
designaton and Norton Part Number 063906. This Service Release is the only nown one which uses the term
'Superblend'. The rollers could be described as 'partally crowned' cylindrical rollers [REF23] to ta e account of
the 'blending' but are defnitely not barrel shaped, i.e. they are not convex with a constant radius of curvature
over their entre length. The partally crowned roller profle is also nown as ‘aerospace’ [REF11].
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 2: Extract from Service Release N2/9 August 1972 (see also Page 25)

In 2017 Anthony Curzon loaned the author an RHP 6/MRJA30 bearing from the ‘new old stoc ’(NOS) of Geofrey
Myers Classic Motorcycles. This gave the opportunity to examine an unused bearing in detail. In 1969 R&M had
joined with Hofman’s and Pollard’s as subsidiaries of RHP Limited. RHP became a subsidiary of NSK Ltd of Japan
in 1990. The bearing being mar ed as manufactured by RHP is therefore not surprising. This is a photograph of
the bearing showing its manufacturer’s mar ings.

Illustration 3: RHP 6/MRJA30 'Superblend' bearing (Bearing loaned by
Anthony Curzon. Photo by author)

As with the R&M bearing the ‘6’ is hand engraved. According to page 9 of [REF43] ‘A number prefix or “B” ann a
numberx nenote a speiial bearing. These ofen ionform to stannarn bounnary nimensionsx but have some
neviaton from stannarn whiih is not always reanily nisiernible.'
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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The following photograph shows the inner bearing race, cage and rollers of the loaned NOS RHP bearing. The
crowning is visible as a distnct grey banding between the fat part of the rollers and the usual chamfered edge.
Illustration 4: RHP 6/MRJA30 'bearing showing partial crowning of the rollers (A Curzon bearing, author photo)

Additonal photographs of the bearing are shown in Annex 8 on page 33 (Illustraton 30).
A roller from Anthony Curzon’s RHP 6/MRJA30 has also been scanned by Jim Comstoc . This was the result:
Illustration 5: RHP 6/MRJA30 'superblend' roller profile (Photo Jim Comstock).

The scan confrms that the roller is parallel over the majority of its length (over 60%) and is partally crowned, i.e.
tapered, at the edges. The roller profle difers from that of a standard MRJA30 roller which is parallel over most
of its length (at least 80%). See comparison scans on Page 13.
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The replacement – FAG NJ306E
Evidence indicates that in early 1973 Norton sought an alternatve - possibly for cost or convenience reasons –
and fted standard FAG NJ306E bearings (Part Number 064118). The 'E' is important as this refers to a 'high
capacity design' and appears in FAG’s 1966 catalogue [REF28] although the date of introducton is un nown. This
bearing has 12 rollers and is of the NJ type (see pg. 15). The earlier NJ306 had 11 rollers and was a type that was
failing (as was the earlier MRJA30 without the ‘6’ preface). Service Release N2/10 (January 1973) [see Illustraton
6] refers to Norton Part No. 064118 as superseding the earlier 'Superblend' bearing 063906. The FAG NJ306E was
not designated 'Superblend' by Norton in any nown Service Release although the term was never withdrawn.
Illustration 6: Extract from Service Release N2/10 January 1973 (see also Page 26)

The FAG NJ306E bearing is clearly diferent to the earlier R&M/RHP 6/MRJA30 one and is not a copy. The Norton
Owners Club Commando Service Notes (Page 16) [REF6] include the following, “There arex so farx only two types
of bearing I wouln reiommenn anyone to use in any Norton twin (500 up anyway). These bearings are both
Superblenn Roller Bearings-one from Ransome ann Marlesx Norton No: 063906x ann one from F.A.G.x Norton No:
064118. Either shouln be usen in 500-750 engines; the faitory reikon only to use the F.A.G. bearings in the 830s…
Only use bearings with the following nos: NJ306E...or 6 MRJA30.” Today a bearing designated FAG NJ306E is stll
obtainable as part number 064118 from many suppliers. See Illustraton 7. An NJ306E roller bearing is listed in
the 2014 FAG catalogue [REF7] on Page 422. There is no menton of any special treatment of the roller edge
profle. FAG Technical publicaton [REF9 Page 5] indicates the edge profle is logarithmic. This profle is now also a
Illustration 7: FAG NJ306E main bearing (from Access Norton Forum, 'DogT')
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'norm' for cylindrical roller bearings from other suppliers, e.g. SKF Catalogue [REF8 Page 568]. The bearing profle
has been referred to by others on the NOC website and on Access Norton. FAG's Technical Publicaton also
indicates that the logarithmic roller 'profle preventsx unner normal loan ionnitonsx life-renuiing enge stresses at
a tltng angle of up to 4’ (4 angular minutes) between inner ring ann outer ring'. Jim Comstoc 's measurement
[REF1] of a 1970s NJ306E indicates an edge with a chamfer but no narrowing towards the edge. The designed and
manufactured edge profle has changed over tme but the designaton NJ306E has not changed to refect this.

Comparison
JM Leadbeater’s original measurement diagrams are shown in Annex 1 (page 21). Not all the dimensions are
available but in my view there are enough to describe the 6/MRJA30 and NJ306E bearings and rollers in some
detail. JM Leadbeater’s measurements indicated that both types of bearing had partally crowned rollers. The
following schematc for a partally crowned roller is based on that given by Fujiwara & Yamauchi [REF24].
Illustration 8: Schematic for a partially crowned roller

Characteristcs of the two bearings used by Norton afer August 1972 are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Characteristics of the two bearings
Characteristc
R&M or RHP 6/MRJA30

FAG NJ306E1

Bearing type (see Page 15) NF

NJ

Number of rollers

13

12

Roller shape

Cylindrical

Cylindrical

Roller Maximum Diameter 9.53mm

11mm

Crown drop

0.035mm

0.015 or 0.018mm

Straight part

6mm

8mm or 7mm

Roller Total length

9.53mm

12mm

Roller crown profle

Blended, I.e partally crowned.

Either fat with chamfer, partally
crowned or logarithmic

Loading (Dynamic/Statc)

35800/31000 N

51000 or 61000/48000 N

Norton Part Number

063906

064118

Status

Superseded

Current (in use)

1 Current NJ306E data is highlighted where this differs from earlier bearing version data provided by J.M. Leadbeater.
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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The measurements in Table 1 and loadings have been provided by JM Leadbeater [REF5] and [REF1] and shown in
Annex 1. In his own words the measurements are approximate. The NJ306E cylindrical roller bearing listed in the
2014 FAG catalogue has the same roller total length, roller outer diameter and number of rollers as shown in
Table 1. Based on the photographs and measurements neither bearing has a barrel-shape roller in the
conventonal sense, where the barrel roller profle is convex throughout its length with the corresponding
requirement for a concave raceway in the outer bearing ring. (See Illustraton 24 Example of a barrel-shaped
roller with a fully convex edge photo in Annex 2 on page 22). Roller geometry and its efect on the relatonship
between bearing load and life is examined for NASA by Oswald, Zarets y and Poplaws i [REF30].
Schematcally the rollers of the two 1970s bearings have the following approximate dimensions (in mm):
Illustration 9: Roller dimensions schematic – for comparison only. Roller edge is shown as a straight line (no chamfer).

Illustraton 9 shows the relatve sizes of the rollers and illustrates how slight the crowning is for both bearing
rollers. The crowning would be difcult to see by eye with the crown drop being around 0.035 mm (1.38 thou)
for the R&M bearing and 0.015 mm (0.59 thou) for the FAG 306E. Both these bearings have rollers with a total
crown drop which is equivalent to less than 1% of the maximum roller diameter. N.B. These diagrams are all
based on JM Leadbeater’s measurements from the late 1970’s.
In additon a NOS RHP 6/MRJA30 bearing was photographed in detail by the author. The following annotated
photograph shows the partal crowning of the roller which is the ‘blending’ that Norton gave some mar etng
‘spin’ and came up with the name ‘Superblend’. ‘Superblend’ has no engineering defniton:
Illustration 10: Roller in the RHP 6/MRJA30 loaned by Anthony Curzon (Photo by author)

Additonal photographs of the bearing which show the partal crowning are shown in Annex 8 on page 33
(Illustraton 30). The author has only ever seen the ‘6’ hand engraved which is consistent with the bearing being
a relatvely short-lived special. Other longer-lived specials are not hand engraved, e.g. 8/MRJA30 as fted to
Triumphs (see Annex 8 on page 32 Illustraton 29).
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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New informaton on the current FAG NJ306E has been obtained coincidently by the author and by Les Howard
(NOC member) from FAG [see Annex 3, Pg 23]. For reasons of commercial confdentality FAG will not provide a
full descripton of the roller profle but have provided a ‘snippet’ diagram as follows:
Illustration 11: 'Snippet' of current roller profile for NJ306E provided by FAG in 2016 (re-drawn copy also
shown to improve clarity)

The drop from theoretcal parallel, i.e. from horizontal, is measured at gage points hII and hIII. At hII the drop of
from theoretcal parallel is between 0.002 to 0.006mm and at hIII and the roller edge is between 0.0061 and
0.0183mm. The line of the curve is defned by a logarithmic functon. FAG has also confrmed that the
logarithmic profle is now ‘prety much standard for rolling bearings’. Turning to the bearing Jim Comstoc
removed from a 1974 850 Commando, snapshots are shown from the detailed measurements video [REF1];
Illustraton 12 FAG NJ/NU306E with roller removed for measuring (see Table 4, Page 15 for explanaton of NJ &
NU), Illustraton 13 Roller being measured and Illustraton 14 Instrument display showing measured roller length
and edge profle.
Illustration 12: FAG NJ/NU306E with roller removed for measuring (see Table 4, Page 15 for explanation of NJ & NU)

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 13: Roller being measured

Illustration 14: Instrument display showing measured roller length and edge profile

The measurements in Table 1 for the roller straight part for an FAG NJ306E bearing do not match those of the
bearing in Jim Comstoc 's measurement video. Scaling from the snapshot with a roller total length of 12mm
indicates that the chamfered edge is 0.92 mm wide. No crowning is visible. Although there are fewer details than
in later catalogues, there is a diagram of a bearing roller in [REF28] from 1966 on page 418. This shows a fat
profle li e that shown in Illustraton 14 with a radiused chamfered edge. The y-axis in Illustraton 14 is scaled
from 0 to 3.5 thousandths of an inch and is mar ed in 0.5 thou increments. The roller is measured in 2 thou
steps. Table 1 indicates 2mm length, I.e. (12 minus 8) divided by 2, for the crowned part and chamfer. Given the
many specifcatons of bearings being tried by Norton in 1972-3 it is perfectly possible that the measurements in
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Table 1 refer to bearings with diferent specifcatons but the same designaton. There were 4 Norton Service
Releases concerning main bearings issued during the period October 1971 to January 1973 (see Annex 4, page
24) so there was certainly a lot of actvity at Norton to address the problems with a variety of changes. This is
illustrated by the tmeline of service sheet releases (Illustraton 15). Designs are certain to have changed since
the roller measurements were ta en by JM Leadbeater, and could also be diferent for earlier bearings.
Illustration 15: Main bearing-related Norton Service Sheets release dates

Main bearing failure has been atributed to many causes including; the poor performance of the advance/retard
unit, lac of lubricaton caused by design changes, poor quality cran shaf manufacture and the general impact of
higher states of tuning. Flexing of the cran shaf has always occurred. Norton had changed from ball bearing
(tming side) and roller (drive side) main bearings to paired rollers in October 1971 (SR No. 68). However, the
roller bearings specifed – including FAG NJ306 (without the ‘E’) - generally had lower load ratngs (25-30%) than
later ‘E’ ones and had no ‘crowning’ to reduce loadings on the roller edges. The excepton to this is the SKF
NJ306E referred to in SR No. 68. The lower load capacity bearings along with the higher tuned ‘Combat’ engine
and encouragement to rev it to 7000 rpm led to a large number of bearing failures which were widely reported in
the motorcycle press at the tme, e.g. Bi e Magazine 1972 [REF40] and [REF41]. There is a detailed artcle on
cran fexing in the Newsleter of the Northern California NOC [REF29]. Tracing the causes of bearing failure is
not considered further in this paper. Table 2 summarises all of the available Norton service release sheets
relatng to Commando main bearings.
Table 2: Summary of Main Bearing Service Releases (see Annex 4, Pages 24 - 26 for full wording)

Release No.

Date

Ref to Bearings & Crankshaf

68
[Table 8,
Page 24]

Oct 71

Revised main bearings (Pt No 063114). None specifed but change Not specifed.
Refers to pairs of roller bearings.
introduced immediately in
(Author's note - previously a ball
October 1971.
bearing was usen on the tming sine).
063114 is a Ransome & Marles type
MRJA30 roller bearing.
6 alternatve bearings are also listed
from SKF, FAG, NTN, Hofman and RHP.
All 2 dot or C2 ft. (See Table 8x Pg 24)

2/6
[Table 9,
Page 25]

Jul 72

Recommends S efco type NJ306, with From 200004 afected.
a specifed nominal internal clearance, Nominal increase in
as the replacement for any failures.
bearing housing diameter
from 207197.

1972 models

2/9
[Table 10,

Aug 72

Introduces 'Superblend' bearing R&M
6/MRJA30 (Pt No 063906).

Replaces 063114.
May also be fted

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Release No.

Date

Ref to Bearings & Crankshaf

Engine No.

Retroft

Page 25]
2/10
[Table 11,
Page 26]

to 1971 and earlier.
Jan 73

New main bearing (Pt No 064118).
(Author's note – basen on [REF6]
assumen to be the FAG NJ306E whiih
is supplien unner this part number).

None specifed but all 850s
were fted with FAG
NJ306E bearings according
to NOC Service Notes.

Supersedes 063906.
Fits to all models
including prior to
1971.

It is disappointng that Norton did not give more details in the service sheets, e.g. no engine numbers in relaton
to Service Release Numbers 68 and 2/10. Also there is no manufacturer or bearing designaton specifed by
Service Release 2/10. The NOC Norton Commando Service Notes [REF6] writen in 1979 state, '...the faitory
reikon only to use the F.A.G. bearings in the 830s...Only use bearings with one of the following nos: NJ306E (E is
very importantx NJ306 is weaker) or 6 MRJA30. The 6 may be hann engraven on the bearing.'. So ta ing this at
face value we can wor on the assumpton that all 850s were originally fted with the FAG NJ306E bearing
available at the tme. For 750s from 211891 (August 1972) untl the last 750 230935 (see REF6 pg. 3) built in
October 1973 (see REF19 pg. 55) the original ftment started with the R&M (or RHP) 6/MRJA30 bearing but
probably changed over to the FAG bearing sometme afer January 1973 (the date of Service Release 2/10). The
various part numbers used for main bearings for Commandos (1968-75) are shown in Table 12 on page 26.
The R&M (or RHP) 6/MRJA30 bearing has 13 rollers and the FAG NJ306E has 12 rollers. Both of these therefore
have more rollers than the 11 of the NJ306 type (without the 'E') which was one of the types failing. Annex 5 on
page 27 of this document lists the bearings li ely to have been failing in 1972/3. It may be that the increased
number of strengthened rollers alone reduced the incidence of failure of main bearings. Any existng main
bearing in use with less than 12 rollers, and any with 13 rollers mar ed RHP MRJA30 or R&M MRJA30 (without
the partal crowning indicated by the prefx ‘6’), would be more li ely to fail than their later replacements.
A technical reference [REF11] sponsored by NASA, describes the efect of roller profle on cylindrical roller bearing
life predicton. The terms 'blended' or 'profled' are used with reference to the bearing edge on Page 13 of
[REF11]. Logarithmic roller profle optmisaton is covered in [REF12] from the bearing company NTN. This paper
includes calculatons and graphs of the loadings for diferent edge profles.
Why did Norton change from the tming side ball/drive side roller bearing arrangement to paired roller bearings
in 1971? Had main bearing failures already started to occur? The most li ely reason was a recogniton of the
increased loadings on the main bearings, compared with the Atlas and Dominator engines, causing failures. For
example, a roller bearing of the same size has a dynamic load ratng of 61000N compared with 29000N for a ball
bearing (FAG 2014 catalogue data). The artcle by TRS [REF20] indicates that main bearing failures were occurring
at around 10,000 miles on models earlier than the highly tuned Combat Commando variant which incorporated
several design changes.
The loading capacity of roller bearings has increased over tme. See Annex 6 on page 28 for a summary. It is also
the case that cylindrical roller bearing edge profles have evolved over the years. This is referred to in Peter
Williams's boo Designed to Race [REF10] 'It was interestng in the following neianes to observe the nevelopment
of roller bearings from the roller 'barrelling' to a hyperbolii funitonx through a sinusoinal funitonx to the iurrent
logarithmii iurvature.' [REF22] from SKF refers to 'the intronuiton of the EC iylinnriial roller bearings with
monifen roller enn ann fange iontait surfaie' in 1981 and 'The intronuiton in 1984 of the logarithmii profle of
roller raieways'. In Annex 4 (page 24) correspondence with FAG raises the possibility in one email of ‘crowned’
inner raceway profles being supplied although in another email the correspondent thought this unli ely for the
NJ semi-locatng type of bearing. There is an ISO Technical Standard [REF26] relatng to ISO 281 [REF14] which
includes the equatons for the logarithmic profle functons of cylindrical rollers. The standard also indicates that
‘the profle funitons...give approiimate values. Aitual roller nesignsx basen on the eipertse of the manufaiturerx
ian neviate signifiantly from these referenie geometries.’
Graphs are shown on page 23 of [REF30] which show the stress distributon across bearing rollers of 6 diferent
profles at 3 diferent loadings. The advantages of a logarithmic roller profle in reducing edge loadings and
spreading stress more evenly across the roller are clear.
As an additonal chec on the profle of the main bearings being supplied for Norton Commandos in 2016, a
brand new FAG NJ306E bearing was purchased from RGM Norton and sent to Jim Comstoc for measurement.
This bearing has a date of manufacture of 13 th July 2015 (see Illustraton 16 and Illustraton 17).
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 16: Modern FAG NJ306E full designation (supplied by RGM Norton)

Illustration 17: FAG NJ306E Manufactured on 13/07/15, i.e. as marked 15071300

The resultng roller profle scan is shown in Illustraton 18.
Illustration 18: 2015 FAG NJ306E roller measured by Jim Comstock (Part No. 064118 supplied by RGM Norton)

thou
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
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This clearly shows that the roller profle from 2015 is very diferent from that of the earlier FAG bearing measured
by Jim Comstoc [shown in Illustraton 14] even though these had similar designatons and were from the same
manufacturer. Although the vertcal axes difer (Illustraton 18 has full scale at 3 thou versus 3.5 thou for
Illustraton 14) it is clear that the edges are curving over more of the 12mm total length – approx 2.5mm at each
end – with a central parallel porton of approximately 7mm. The ‘crown drop’ measures approximately 0.018mm
(0.7 thou). The bearing measured by JM Leadbeater [REF1]has a similar roller profle although it difers in detail
with a parallel porton of 8mm vs 7mm and a crown drop of 0.015mm (0.6 thou) vs 0.018 (0.7 thou) for the 2015
bearing. However, the diferences could be within the margin of error for measuring.
The current FAG NJ306E bearing is rated for much higher loadings of 61000/48000N dynamic/statc versus
35800/31000N for the R&M/RHP 6/MRJA30. Equivalent fully barrel shaped roller bearings (e.g. FAG 20306) are
available but would be unsuitable for this use due to lower load ratngs of 49000/49000N and a revoluton limit of
5000 vs 10000 rpm for the NJ306E. The fatgue load limit of the NJ306E is also nearly double that of the 20306 at
8000N versus 4250N. (All FAG data from [REF7]).
The snippet diagram and the instrument image both exaggerate the curvature of the FAG bearing. The highest
value in FAG’s diagram shows the crown drop at 0.0183 mm (0.72 thou) which is equivalent to a 0.3% narrowing
of the maximum roller diameter. You’d be hard pushed to spot the curvature with the na ed eye except within
the last 0.7-0.8mm as is clear in this photograph [Illustraton 19]:
Illustration 19: Roller from 2015 NJ306E bearing

For comparison purposes the scans of the roller profles of the MRJA30, 6/MRJA30 and FAG NJ306E (1974) and
NJ306E (2015) are shown below.
Illustration 20: Roller profile comparison standard R&M/RHP; MRJA30 (left) and 6/MRJA30 ‘superblend’ (right)

Illustraton 20 shows the roller profle of the standard R&M/RHP MRJA30 bearing on the lef (dynamic load ratng
41,900N). The roller profle of the special ‘superblend’ bearing 6/MRJA 30 (dynamic load ratng 35,800N) is
shown on the right. The additonal partal crowning of the 6/MRJA30 roller edges is clear. The crowning helps
with roller edge loading but decreases the overall dynamic load capacity.
The standard MRJA30 (without the ‘6’ prefx which indicates a ‘special’ bearing) was the bearing fted under part
number 063114 when Norton introduced paired rollers (tming and drive side) in Service Release 68 dated
October 1971. This was one of the types failing. It was almost certainly also the bearing usually fted on the
drive side only under the earlier part number NM17822.
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Illustration 21: Roller profile comparison standard FAG; NJ306E 1974 (left) and standard NJ306E 2015 (right)

Illustraton 21 shows the roller profle of two standard FAG NJ306E bearings. The 1974 bearing has a dynamic
load ratng of 51,000N. Over the intervening 41 years the roller profles have developed and changed. The 2015
roller profle is nown as ‘logarithmic’ and reduces edge loadings on the rollers. It has a dynamic load ratng of
61,000N. In many ways the original R&M/RHP ‘superblend’ 6/MRJA30 and the latest FAG bearing are using a
similar technique to tac le the edge loading problem. However, both the FAG bearings are rated for much higher
loadings than the R&M/RHP bearings and both are completely standard. The illustratons are included to show
the shape of the roller profle and are not all to the same scale, e.g. the R&M/RHP bearing rollers are 9.53mm
long whereas the NJ306E rollers are 12mm long. The vertcal axis of the screen grids has intervals of 0.5
thousandths of an inch.

Suitability & Availability
As far as it is possible to tell the R&M/RHP 6/MRJA30 and FAG NJ306E bearing types are both 'up-to-the-job' in
practcal use (see NOC Commando Service Notes Page 16 [REF6] for recommendaton).
The R&M/RHP 6/MRJA30 bearing is difcult to obtain and also expensive (>£100). Currently a bearing with this
designaton is obtainable from Orinoco Bearings Ltd of Leeds (www.ransomeandmarles.co.u ). There may be
other suppliers. There is no obvious reason why Norton changed from this bearing to the FAG NJ306E. The
R&M/RHP bearing was a ‘special’ variant and was therefore probably more expensive to supply than the standard
NJ306E. The proximity of Norton engine manufacturing at Marston Road, Wolverhampton and FAG less than 6
miles away at Wombourne may also have been a factor.
The latest FAG bearing NJ306E is widely available, e.g. in the UK from Andover Norton, Norvil, RGM and others.
The bearing is supplied under the Part Number 064118 (as in Service Release N2/10). The bearing normally
supplied has the full designaton FAG NJ306-E-M1-C3.

Standards
During the research for this document the author also tried to fnd out which internatonal standards applied to
the modern FAG bearing. FAG documents refer to a range of ISO and DIN standards. The informaton in the
following Table 3 was included in an advert on Amazon.com for an FAG NJ306-E-M1-C3 bearing:
Table 3: Standards applying to an FAG NJ306-E-M1-C3 bearing
Bearing Characteristc

Applicable Standard

Reference

Main bearing dimensions

DIN 5412-1

[REF13]

Basic dynamic load ratngs

DIN ISO 281

[REF14]

C3 radial internal clearance

DIN 620-4 (ISO 5 753)

[REF15]

Shaf and housing tolerances

ISO 286

[REF16]

Through-hardening steel for inner and outer rings

ISO 683-17

[REF17]

System for creatng part numbers for rolling bearings

DIN 623-1

[REF18]

The terminology for the bearing designatons, e.g. sufxes, is covered by DIN 623-1. The table of standards (Table
3) has been chec ed for references in FAG documentaton (Catalogue and Tech Paper) and found to be correct.
Illustraton 22 shows the designaton nomenclature for FAG bearings as applied to the NJ306E.
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Illustration 22: Cylindrical roller bearing nomenclature (FAG)
Basic Type:
e.g. NJ, NF,
NU

NJ

3

Series:
3 = medium

Bore Size:
06 = 30mm

06

E

E = Increased
capacity design
(Blank=standard
design)

Cage style:
M1 = machined brass
TVP2 = glass fibre
reinforced polyamide
PA66

M1

C3

C3 = loose
clearance
(Blank=normal
clearance)

The frst sufx E of the full bearing name refers to bearings having a higher capacity roller set and are thus
designed for very high load carrying capacity (see FAG catalogue [REF7] page 397). The sufx M1 relates to the
bearing cage material. M1 indicates a solid brass cage, two-piece, roller guided. An alternatve FAG type has the
sufx TVP2 indicatng a solid window cage made from glass fbre reinforced polyamide PA66. See Annex 7 on
page 29 for further informaton on TVP2 cages. There is no evidence that a bearing with a TVP2 cage would be
unsuitable for this applicaton. The C3 sufx refers to radial clearance larger than normal (see FAG catalogue page
399). The roller bearing basic types referred to here are shown in Table 4:
Table 4: Raceway configurations for roller bearings referred to.

Other manufacturers
For manufacturers other than FAG nomenclature can vary. For the elements and sufxes shown in Illustraton 22
the cage style is the most li ely to vary. Other specifcatons, e.g. loadings, may also vary.
I have concentrated on the FAG bearing here, but it is perfectly possible for other manufacturer's bearings to be
suitable for this applicaton. The widespread manufacture of bearings to natonal and internatonal standards
increases the li elihood of this. For a possible candidate example see the SKF Catalogue [REF8] page 606. The
Norton Owners Club of New South Wales also refers generically to main bearings from other manufacturers on
their website htp://www.nocnsw.org.au/technical/commando-bearings. This informaton is not new. [REF3] on
the NOC website includes postngs, partcularly towards the end of the list, that are consistent with much of what
is concluded in this paper.
Loo ing bac over 40 years on at the Norton Service Sheets it is interestng to note how Norton went from
recommending main bearings from 6 diferent manufacturers in 1971 [Table 8, Page 24] to specifc bearings from
individual manufacturers just 8 months [Table 9, Page 25] and 9 months [Table 10, Page 25] later.
Searches of eBay and Amazon at the tme of drafing this paper yielded an RHP bearing (successors to R&M)
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designated NJ306ETN with a polyamide cage and 13 rollers, an NTN bearing designated NJ306E C3 with 12 rollers
and a brass cage and an NSK bearing designated NJ306ET with 12 rollers and a polyamide cage. All of these
bearings were listed under OEM part number 064118 and all were termed 'Superblend'. Indeed these bearings
were found using the search term 'Superblend'.
Sourcing bearings directly from the internet can be problematc unless using reputable suppliers who now their
supply chains. There are some unscrupulous companies either nowingly, or unwitngly, supplying counterfeit
bearings. The fa es can be very good imitatons and difcult to tell apart from the genuine artcle.

The life of the term 'Superblend'
The term 'Superblend' is frst referred to in Service Release N2/9 of August 1972 and originally applied only to the
R&M or RHP 6/MRJA30 bearing. The term was not repeated in Service Release N2/10 of January 1973 which, as
far as it is possible to tell, introduced the FAG NJ306E bearing. It was an FAG NJ306E confgured bearing, albeit
that the outer race was mar ed NU type (see Table 4, page 15), that Jim Comstoc removed from a low mileage
Commando 850 for measurement. The outer bearing ring type is identcal for NJ and NU type bearings.
No doubt there were press releases and briefngs at the tme referring to the new main bearings but these are
not available to the author. What is stll available are paper copies and pdf fles of scanned images of the original
Norton Commando sales brochures, e.g. [REF38]. These were examined for references to main bearings.
Mentoning the type of main bearings seems an unli ely selling point, but there are references. The fndings are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Referenies to main bearings in Norton Commanno Sales Broihures (1969-75)
Year
1969-71
1972
1973 & 74
1975

Text in Engine Secton of Brochure Referring to Main Bearings
No reference
'Roller main bearings.'
'High iapaiity superblennen large niameter roller main bearings.'
'High iapaiity roller main bearings.'

The frst reference is in the 1972 brochure which is when the frst paired roller main bearings were introduced
following Service Release 68 (Oct 1971). 1973 has the frst reference to 'superblended' and follows the Service
Release N2/9 (Aug 1972). The reference to ‘large diameter’ loo s to be a case of Norton being ‘liberal with the
truth’ since the FAG NJ306E had larger rollers than the 6/MRJA30 but only the later was ‘superblended’. By 1974
Service Release N2/10 (Jan 1973) had introduced the FAG NJ306E but the 'superblended' wording remained. By
the tme of the 1975 brochure the term had been dropped.
Illustration 23: Norton Commando brochure extracts; 1972, 1973, 1975 (left to right)

Some other contemporary and reference documents available to the author were also examined and yielded the
following [Table 6]:
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Table 6: Other Reference Documents

Id

Reference

Relevant Extract

1.

Boo by Roy Bacon 1990 [REF19] Page 38

'The answer was the Superblenn bearing whiih was a roller raie
with eaih roller having a slight barrel form at eaih enn.'

2.

Motorcycle Sport Jan 1977 [REF20] Page
28 'spoof' artcle by TRS

The bearing people said...'How about a bearingx they sainx whiih is
straight in the minnle ann barrel shapen at the enns?'

3.

Bi e Magazine May 1975 [REF21] Page 37. 'The anopton of FAG Superblenn bearingsx the rollers of whiih
Review of Norton Commando 850 M 3
have a slight taper thus eliminatng line iontaitx overiame the
problem ann now even the irank has been beefen up.'

4.

NOC Norton Commando Service Notes
1979 [REF6] Page 5

'...ann stronger main bearings fienx i.e. Superblenns (barrelen
rollers).'

5.

Norton Commando (Haynes Great Bi es)
2004 by Mic Duc worth [REF25]

‘From July 1972x the siannalously high main bearing wear rate was
annressen nuring original engine builning by ftng a unit in whiih
the rollers were slightly barrellen in form. This type of bearingx
known as Superblenn ann alreany familiar with NV`s senior
engineersx this allowen for a feiure of the irankshaf without
enge-loaning of the rollers.’

6.

Bi e Magazine Autumn 1972 Page 5. ‘Roll
Over Andover’ in Ride On secton REF27

‘Callen Superblenn’ the bearings being eiperimenten with have
rollers that are taperen at their ennsx rather than the simply
raniusen enges of the present ones. This gives a stronger loan
iapaiity ann when eventually pronuienx shouln ilear up an
embarrassing iomplaint for the Annover lans.’

7.

Motor Cycle, 8 March 1973. Norton
Special, ‘Andover’s Big Secret’. 850
Commando REF44

'Changes start at the irankshaf. The fywheel is winer than for
the 750 ii versionx ann a major feature is the anoptonx at both
enns of the shafx of Fisiher AG main bearings with spheriialenge rollers. The new bearingsx whiih have heavyx brass iasgesx
(Images of artcle from NOC member Julian are ilaimen to have 25 per ient more loan iapaiity than normal
Wells.)
roller bearings. Their housings in the irankiase iastngs are
line-boren.' Motor Cyile Eniton 88381973.

It is notceable how the 1st, 2nd and 5th references menton bearing rollers as barrel form8shape...at the8eaih enn.
The 3rd and 6th menton a taper8slight taper2 which for the 4th reference is barrellen. The 7th reference uses
‘spherical edge’ which implies an FAG ‘special’ - although there is no evidence for this. However, reference to
25% more load capacity is very close to the diference between the dynamic loads of the earlier FAG NJ306
bearing and the later NJ306E as fted to all 850s. Could the whole noton of barrel shapen perhaps simply be
'shorthand' to describe the slight narrowing or partal crowning of what is a mainly cylindrical bearing roller, the
6/MRJA30? Describing the rollers as barrel-shaped is an exaggeraton. The ‘special’ characteristcs of the
R&M/RHP bearing at the tme would be best described, using bearing terminology, as those of a ‘partally
crowned cylindrical roller bearing’.
Norton solved the main bearing problem by using one special (6/MRJA30) and one stronger standard bearing
(NJ306E). Longer term they developed the 850 engine with a lower state of tune and lower cruising rpm of 5900
(see Illustraton 23).
The term 'Superblend' has persisted but really only applies to the original R&M/RHP bearing. FAG have indicated
that they did not recognise the term (see Annex 3) yet it contnues to be used widely alongside the main bearing
part no. 064118 and I've also seen it applied (incorrectly) to the Commando gearbox layshaf bearing. Norton
also tried the term ''Superplus bi es' to describe the 1973 850 range. That one didn't catch on. My feeling is that
the term 'Superblend' is a mar etng master stro e from the 'Super Seventes' that will stll be around a long tme
afer we've all been on our last ride-out. Others have also referred to ‘Superblend’ as a mar etng ploy, e.g. Bob
Staford [REF37].
2 Tapered roller bearings are a specific type of roller bearing as are barrel roller bearings (see [REF7] and [REF42]).
Neither of these two types have ever been recommended by Norton for use as main bearings (see [REF39] and Annex 4).
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Conclusions
As a Norton Commando owner I am naturally pleased that reliable replacement main bearings are widely
available and that main bearing types li ely to fail can be identfed if the engine is dismantled. Any main roller
bearing with less than 12 rollers is worth replacing. It is also clear which engine numbers were originally fted
with suitable main bearings, i.e. all 750s afer engine number 211891 and all 850s. There are also alternatve
manufacturers of suitable replacement roller main bearings and there is no evidence that bearings with
reinforced polyamide roller cages would be unsuitable for this applicaton.
Based on the available evidence, the original bearings designated 'Superblend' never had barrel-shaped rollers
nor have any successor types ever had barrel-shaped rollers.
Concerning the term 'Superblend', this has no engineering defniton and its use has become increasingly
ambiguous in its applicaton to bearings with varying specifcatons. Discussions about main bearings would be
beter based on bearing specifcatons, at the tme of manufacture, and manufacturer's designatons and data. In
my opinion the term 'Superblend' just 'gets in the way'.
It is my personal view that 'Superblend' should be consigned to history where it best belongs. I also realise that
given its place in Norton fol lore that this is unli ely to occur.
Annrew Heathwoonx Devonx UK. Marih 2018
The opinions eipressen here are solely my own ann no not represent the views or opinions of the Norton Owners Club or the
Aiiess Norton Forum. This noiument iontains informaton only ann the author is notx by means of this noiumentx rennering
anviie or serviies. Before making neiisions ann aitons basen on this noiument you shouln ionsult an appropriately
qualifen engineer. The noiument is provinen as isx ann the author makes no eipress or implien representatons or warrantes
regarning it. Your use of any informaton iontainen in this noiument is entrely at your own risk. A summary of the fnnings
of this noiument have been inilunen in two artiles in the Roanholner [REF45]x [REF46] ann on the Real Classii website
hips:88www.real-ilassii.io.uk820188028158ilassii-teihniques-superblenn-bearings-part-one8 et seq.
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Annex 1 – JM Leadbeater’s Original Measurement Diagrams from the late 1970’s
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Annex 2 – Barrel-shaped roller bearings
Illustration 24: Example of a barrel-shaped roller with a fully convex edge

(Image part of a photograph supplied by K Glassborow, NOC member.
Background edited)

This type of roller is from a bearing nown as either a 'barrel', 'fully crowned' or ‘spherical (when used in a double
row) roller bearing.
The propertes of cylindrical and barrel roller bearings with similar dimensions are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Comparison of FAG cylindrical and barrel roller bearings (data from REF7)
FAG Bearing

Inner
Diameter
(d) mm

Outer
Diameter
(D) mm

Width (B)
mm

Dynamic
Load
N

Statc Load
N

Fatgue
Limit Load
N

Limitng
Speed
min-1

NJ306E
(cylindrical
roller)

30

72

19

61 0004

48 000

8000

10 000

20306
(barrel roller)

30

72

19

49 000

49 000

4250

5000

The loadings are lower for the barrel roller bearing except for the statc load which is slightly lower for the
cylindrical roller bearing. The limitng speed of 5000 rpm for the barrel versus the cylindrical bearing ma es the
barrel bearing entrely unsuitable for a Norton Commando which usually revs to 6-7000 rpm. Available data
closest to the 1970s is in [REF28, pages 244 & 245] which indicates a limited bearing speed under oil lubricaton
for bearing 20306 of 4500 rpm. This further confrms its unsuitability for this applicaton.
According to FAG (REF7, Page 559), barrel roller bearings are designed to deal with high radial shoc type loads
and where radial misalignments have to be compensated. They only have a relatvely low axial carrying capacity.
4 This is the dynamic loading given in the 2014 FAG Catalogue. This is higher than the value in Table 1 which is a
contemporary value from the 1970s.
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Annex 3 – Extracts of email responses from FAG
Sent: Friday, 11 March 2016, 14:16
Subject: FW: Norton Owners Club Profile of a roller from a FAG NJ306E bearing
Hello Andy
I have had a very similar question on FAG brg NU305-E-M1, from Mr. Les Howard @ Norton Owner’s Club,
however I guess your questions may be related as he too was requesting clarification as to the roller / raceway
profile.
With reference to FAG cylindrical roller bearing NJ306-E-M1-C3 refer to attached assembly drawing.
Due to confidentiality reasons I am unable to supply a detailed drawing of the rolling element used in this bearing,
refer to the following drawing snippet that details the roller diameter profile;

Profile of roller ZRO11x12-QP-..-..
Essentially all rolling bearings have a rolling element with a profiled form, this is so as to prevent ‘edge loading’
during high load or misalignment. As you will see from the sketch above this profile is determined by measuring
the drop-off at various ‘gaging points’ .
I suspect that during the early to mid 1970’s FAG would have supplied a version of this bearing with a slightly
crowned inner ring raceway (identified with the additional suffix; …BL), this allowed slightly more misalignment
capability hence preventing damage by crankshaft flexing during high load. Norton coined the term ‘ Superblend’
even so this was never recognised by FAG locally when Norton or respected spares supplier ordered the bearing.
…
Regarding the roller profile ‘drop off’;
hII

@7,8/2 from its centre point, the drop off from theoretical parallel is 0,002 to 0,006mm

hIII

@1,2mm and +9,6mm the drop off from theoretical parallel is 0,0061 to 0,0183mm

These features are detailed this way as in general the rolling element is inspected with pre-set ‘DTI - snap gauges’.
You are right, this logarithmic profile is pretty much standard for rolling bearings even to this day.
Unfortunately will be very difficult (if not impossible) to find any documented knowledge of supply in 1970’s,
speaking to one of my Applications Engineers, who has approximately 40 years experience with FAG, he is telling
me historically (prior to the ‘E’ design, and I would say this is from the late 1970’s / early 1980’s) where
applications resulted in failures due to edge loading they would offer the version N_… -..- BL (profiled raceway on
the inner ring).
However as an additional thought, is its very costly to produce a profiled raceway on a semi-locating (ribbed) inner
ring, for this reason I guess there were never supplies for this variant as apposed to the NU…-.-BL (non-locating
brg!)
Neil Wright
Product Engineer
INA FAG, Schaeffler (UK) Ltd
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Annex 4 – Known Service Releases for Main Bearings & Related Part Numbers
(The first 3 service releases are shown in [REF2] and are also in [REF39] along with N2/10 in a fuller list.)

Table 8: Text of Norton Service Release No. 68 (October 1971)

Service Release No. 68
Nature of Release
Models Affected
Distribution

Revised main bearings
All years and models of Commando
Worldwide

Explanation
We are introducing a new roller main bearing arrangement in production almost immediately. The fitting of
this bearing arrangement reduces overall width between the main bearings and increases timing side main
bearing journal diameter.
For service purposes we shall in future supply only the crankshaft of the latest size, Part No. 063106. The main
bearings, Part No. 063114, must be used in conjunction. The new bearings are 2 dot single lip roller bearings
and should be assembled with the lip into the crankcase in both cases. Main bearing Part No. 063114 is of the
Ransomes type (R&M) MRJ A30. Alternative bearings which may be used are listed below:Manufacturer Type
S.K.F.
NJ306 or NJ306E
F.A.G.
NJ306
N.T.N.
NJ306
Hoffman
R306L
R.H.P.
NF306
All bearings to be 2 dot or C25
Note in fitting that NJ type bearings have the rollers and cage assembled to the outer race so that the outer can
be pressed into the crankcase either way around. The inner race must be pressed onto the crankshaft with the
lip leading. The NF type bearings have the rollers and cage assembled to the inner race. The outer race must be
pressed into the heated crankcase with the lip leading. The inner race complete with the cage and rollers can be
pressed either way around onto the crankshaft. The later crankshaft of reduced overall width is identified by
the letter 'R' stamped into the timing side crankshaft cheek adjacent to the bearing location. The designed
crankshaft fitted end float for the new arrangement is 0.010" to 0.024" (0.254mm – 0.609mm).
Alternative bearing types are illustrated below:

(October 1971)
5 Author's Note: 'LAB' on the Access Norton Forum has pointed out that this is an error. A “1 dot” bearing is the equivalent
of a C2, i.e. clearance less than normal, a “2 dot” bearing is normal (CN) clearance and a “3 dot” is equivalent to a C3,
i.e. clearance greater than normal. The 'C' internal clearance terminology is defined in DIN 620-4, ISO 5 753 [REF15].
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Table 9: Text of Norton Service Release Sheet No N2/6 (July 1972)

Service Release No. N2/6
Nature of Release

Crankshaft Main Bearings.
1972 models (commencing engine
number 200,004)
Worldwide

Models Affected
Distribution

Explanation
Field experience with 1972 models (incorporating two single lipped roller main bearings) indicates a small,
but significant premature roller main bearing failure rate.
Reported failures have been confined solely to one type of bearing.

Action:When replacing defective roller main bearings, ensure the replacement is a Skefco double lipped outer,
single lipped inner spool type NJ306, with a specified nominal internal diametral clearance of
0.0008/0.0012ins. (0.02/0.03mm) prior to fitting (ISO Normal).
Ensure the crankshaft journals are carefully cleaned up, removing all signs of butts or scoring before fitting
the inner spool. Models subsequent to Engine Number 207197 incorporate a nominal increase in bearing
housing diameter to overcome any significant tendency to excessive closure of the single lipped outer series
of roller bearings.
(July 1972)

Table 10: Text of Norton Service Release Sheet No N2/9 (August 1972)

Service Release No. N2/9
Nature of Release
Models Affected
Distribution

Crankshaft main (roller) bearings
1972 Commando (all models)
Worldwide

Explanation
In order to extend main bearing life, a change of roller main bearing specification has now been authorized
and fitted on production engines from Engine No. 211891. The new roller bearing is designated 'Superblend'
with an increased load carrying capacity and is supplied under Part No. 063906 (manufacturers part number
R&M 6/MRJA30).

Action:- Where engine units are stripped for examination, or the need for main bearing replacement, fit
only roller main bearings Part No. 063906 in place of the previously specified 063114. The new bearings are
fully interchangeable, and should be fitted in pairs for maximum reliability.

Note:- The new bearings may also be fitted to advantage to 1971 and earlier Commando machines,
provided care is taken fitting the inner spool to the right side crankshaft journal (was 1.1807" - 1.1812")
diameter, now 1.1812" - 1.1815" diameter. Also crankshaft fitted end float should be checked, and shimmed
where necessary to provide 0.010" minimum, 0.020" maximum end float using shim Part No. NMT2196A
as necessary.
(August 1972)

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Table 11: Text of Norton Service Release Sheet No N2/10 (January 1973)

Service Release No. N2/10
Nature of Release
Models Affected
Distribution

Extra high capacity main bearings
All Commando
Worldwide

Explanation
A new main bearing capable of carrying a much higher load than any offered before, has been introduced.
The new bearing, part number 064118, supersedes the old type 063906 and will be supplied in lieu by our
Parts Division. The new bearing should be fitted in pairs.
This bearing may also be fitted to advantage to engines of 1971 and earlier models (originally fitted with a
ball bearing as a timing side main bearing).
Ensure that the inner races are firmly seated against the crankcheeks to give a crankshaft end float between
0.010 and 0.024. Any excessive end float can be eliminated by fitting main bearing shims NMT2196A
between the outer race and the crankcase.
(January 1973)

Table 12: Main bearing part numbers from Norton Parts Lists
Part List Year(s) Part Number(s)
1968-70

1971

Description & Notes

NM17822 (D)

Roller (D=Drive side)

NM17824 (T)

Ball (T=Timing side)

NM17822 (D)

Roller (D=Drive side)

NM17824 (T)

Ball (T=Timing side)

1972

063114

Paired rollers. Introduced in Service
Release (SR) No. 68 specifying R&M
MRJA30 under part no. 063114. Bearing
specification changed in SR N2/6.

None

063906

Changed to R&M ‘Superblend’ roller bearing
in SR N2/9 under part no. 063906.
R&M 6/MRJA30 special bearing.

1973

064118

Parts List Publication No. 065034.
Part no. 064118 introduced in SR N2/10.
Evidence indicates standard FAG NJ306E
bearing.

1974

064118

Parts List Publication No. 065988 covering
850 Mk2, Mk2A
Standard FAG NJ306E bearing.

1975

064118

Parts list covering 850 Mk3
Standard FAG NJ306E bearing.
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Annex 5 – Main bearing types likely to have been failing
The bearing types most li ely to have been failing during 1972/3 are those specifed in Service Release 68
(October 1971, see page 23) which are also shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Bearing types most likely to be failing with loading values (where known)
Manufacturer

R&M
(later RHP)

S.K.F.

Type

MRJA30

NJ306 or
NJ306E

Loading in Newtons
(Dynamic/Statc)

41,900/35,200

36,900/20,000
57,200/30,0006

Notes
Most li ely fted as standard (Part No.
063114). SR 68 is ambiguous in statng
‘alternatve bearings which may be used’
without ma ing it clear whether fted by
the factory from new or as replacements.
Equivalent to type NF.
N.B. This is MRJA30 without the ‘6’ prefx of
the later bearing specifed in SR N2/9.
Loadings from J.M. Leadbeater [REF1].
See Annei 8x page 30 Illustraton 26 ann
page 31 Illustraton 27 for images.
It is interestng that the ‘E’ designaton
bearing is available from SKF but that the
bearing recommended in the later SR N2/6
is the SKF NJ306 without the ‘E’.
It appears that a soluton provided by an
NJ306E type bearing may have been ‘within
Norton’s grasp’ earlier in October 1971
rather than in August 1972 and later.
Loadings from J.M. Leadbeater [REF1].
See Annei 8x page 34 Illustraton 31 for
image of NJ306.

F.A.G.

NJ306

34000/20000

N.B. This is NJ306 without the ‘E’. For
comparison the NJ306E had loadings of
45400/28500N. Loading values from 1966
FAG catalogue [REF28].

N.T.N.

NJ306

Un nown

No informaton found but recommending a
Japanese manufacturer must have been
novel at the tme.

Hofman

R306L

Un nown

Superseded by RHP NF306

R.H.P.

NF306

38200/25100

This is RHP’s equivalent to the R&M
MRJA30 as specifed in the 1972 RHP
catalogue on page 231 [REF31]. Loadings
are converted from those on page 195 of
the catalogue.

6 The SKF NJ306E is the least like of those listed above to fail but is included here as it was in Norton’s list of bearings in
Service Release 68 which were later superseded by those recommended in Service Releases N2/9 and N2/10.
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Annex 6 – Changes in roller bearing loadings over time
It is clear from the following graph how the dynamic loading capacites (in Newtons) of roller bearings have
increased over tme and also the diference between earlier NJ306 and NJ306E bearings:

Illustration 25: Roller bearing dynamic loadings 'then' and 'now'.
65000
NJ306E FAG
60000

NJ306E SKF

55000
NJ306E FAG
50000
NJ306E FAG
45000
MRJA30 R&M
40000

NF306 RHP
6/MRJA30 R&M

35000

30000
1960

NJ306 FAG

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

Table 14: Dynamic loadings (in Newtons) by date, bearing
designation and manufacturer

Date
1966
1966
1971
1972
1972
1973
2016
2014

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood

Load
34000
45400
41900
38200
36000
51000
58500
61000
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Bearing
NJ306 FAG
NJ306E FAG
MRJA30 R&M
NF306 RHP
6/MRJA30 R&M
NJ306E FAG
NJ306E SKF
NJ306E FAG
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Annex 7 – Data and information on the TVP2 polyamide roller cages
For the FAG NJ306E bearing the default cage type listed in FAG’s catalogue and ofered by general bearing
suppliers has the TVP2 type cage. The alternatve of the brass cage is the opton favoured by the main
Commando spares suppliers and owners.
Roller cage types available are shown in FAG’s Catalogue [REF7]. Details are also available in [REF32]. The TVP2
cages are described on page 399 of FAG’s catalogue as being, ‘Solin winnow iage mane from glass fbre reinforien
polyamine PA66’. Also on page 115, ‘The elastiity ann low mass of polyamine are favourable unner shoik type
bearing loansx high aiieleratons ann neieleratons unn (sii) tltng of the bearing rings in relaton to eaih other.
Polyamine iages have very goon slining ann emergeniy running iharaiteristis.’
The TVP2 glass-fbre reinforced thermoplastc cage is not favoured because the life of cages made with this
material can be reduced by the efects of high temperature and oil additves. However the FAG recommended
upper wor ing temperature limit for extended use is 120°C. The oil additves nown to cause reduced life are
those associated with gear and hypoid oils. Combuston brea down contaminants in oil have also been
mentoned as a potental source of problems but the author has not been able to fnd any documented evidence
for these causing problems with TVP2 roller cage life.
The following engine temperature data are available:
Table 15: Commando Oil Temperature Data
Engine Oil Temperature (°C)
82-104

Notes

Source

Oil temperature operatng range

NOC website message postng [REF34].

81

Oil temperature measured afer 50 mile NOC website message postng by
run on 1968 Dominator 650SS
Charles Hop inson 2/6/13 [REF34].

88

At oil inta e, 65 mph, 32°C air
temperature

Goldwater 1993-2000 [REF33]

93

At oil inta e, 75 mph, 32°C air
temperature

Goldwater [REF33]

100

Maximum temperature with viscosity
data point

Morris V-Twin 20/50 4-stro e
motorcycle oil datasheet.

All the temperatures shown in Table 15 are well below the upper temperature limit for extended running of
120°C for a roller bearing with the TVP2 roller cage.
A leter in the NOC Roadholder No. 193 [REF35] refers to a reduced availability of brass caged bearings and
concerns about the polyamide cages. It also refers to the use of polyamide caged bearings by Steve Maney (see
www.stevemaney.com) in race Commando engines.
The follow-up correspondence in Roadholder No. 194 [REF36] includes two positve responses (Andy Doc ree &
Fred Fagence) concerning TVP and confrmaton of the availability of brass caged bearings from Andover Norton
(Nic Hop ins).
For informaton, the upper operatng temperature for this roller bearing with a brass cage is 150°C [Page 398,
REF7].
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Annex 8 – Further images and information for relevant bearings
Illustration 26: R&M MRJA30 removed from a 1969 Commando (Access Norton Forum 'DogT)

By DogT » Sat May 08, 2010 3:52 pm Removed from a 1969 Commando
htps://www.accessnorton.com/NortonCommando/cran case-superblends-revisited.5648/
Unfortunately many images are no longer available on Access Norton due to a ‘photobuc et’ change in conditons
of use.
This is a standard Ransome & Marles MRJA30 bearing and is probably an original which would have been paired
with a ball bearing. The bearing has 13 cylindrical rollers and is type NF. No partal crowning of the rollers is
visible.

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 27: RHP MRJA30 'new old stock' Jim Comstock, Access Norton

This is a Ransome, Hofman & Pollard MRJA30 bearing li ely to have been manufactured in the period between
1969 and 1972. The bearing is not listed specifcally in the October 1972 RHP catalogue [REF32] although type
MRJA is shown cross-referenced to the equivalent RHP series NF300 (page 231 of [REF32]).
Photo from; htps://www.accessnorton.com/NortonCommando/cran case-superblends-revisited.5648/
Illustration 28: Roller profile scan for RHP MRJA30 (Jim Comstock)

This shows the standard MRJA30 roller profle which is parallel over nearly all of its length with no partal
crowning.
Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 29: RHP 8/MRJA30 - an 11 roller variant of the MRJA30 (Images courtesy of TSS Motorcycles of
Portland, Oregon)

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 30: Additional Images of RHP 6/MRJA30 showing partial
crowning (NOS bearing on loan from Anthony Curzon. Photos by author.)

Copyright © 2018 Andrew Heathwood
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Illustration 31: Image of SKF NJ306 configured bearing. Image courtesy of Brian4.2 (Access Norton).

This bearing was removed from a 1972 Commando with a Combat engine. It has 11 rollers and a steel cage. Li e
the FAG bearing Jim Comstoc removed from a 1974 850 the bearing has an outer ring mar ed NU with an NJ
inner. This results in an NJ confgured bearing.
This is the bearing recommended in Service Release N2/6 (July 1972), see Table 9 on page 25, as a replacement
for defectve bearings. N2/6 was superseded one month later by N2/9 which introduced the ‘superblend’
R&M/RHP 6/MRJA30.
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